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Quasicritical behavior of dielectric permittivity in the isotropic phase of n-hexyl-cyanobiphenyl
in a large range of temperatures and pressures

Aleksandra Drozd-Rzoska
Institute of Physics, Silesian University, ulica Uniwersytecka 4, 40-007 Katowice, Poland

~Received 17 August 1998!

Results of studies of the dielectric permittivity and nonlinear dielectric effect~NDE! in the isotropic phase
of n-hexyl-cyanobiphenyl are presented. The data reported cover both pressure and temperature dependence.
Measurements under atmospheric pressure were carried out in a wide range, up to 100 K from the clearing
temperature. The application of a weak measurement frequency (f 567 kHz) resulted in a negligible influence
of relaxation processes on NDE results. For both temperature and pressure paths, the dielectric permittivity and
the NDE exhibited strong pretransitional effects, described by ‘‘critical’’ exponentsf512a'0.5 andg
51, respectively. Scaling expressions for the pretransitional behavior of the NDE and of the dielectric per-
mittivity have been proposed. The relationship between pretransitional effects in the isotropic phase of nem-
atogens and in critical solutions has also been discussed.@S1063-651X~99!05205-8#

PACS number~s!: 64.70.Md, 64.60.Fr, 77.22.Ch
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INTRODUCTION

Almost three decades have passed since the mean-
phenomenological Landau–de Gennes model~LdG! has
made it possible to describe the strong pretransitio
anomalies of the Kerr effect~KE!, Cotton-Mouton effect
~CME!, or the intensity of the scattered light~I! on approach-
ing the isotropic-nematic (I -N) phase transition@1–3#. Their
similarity and practical application in determining the val
of discontinuity (DT) of isotropic-nematic transition~@1–
14#, and references therein! stems from the fact that each o
them is proportional to the susceptibilityx5x0* (T2T* )2g

with g51, T.TC , T* 5TC2DT: TC and T* denote the
clearing temperature and extrapolated temperature of h
thetical continuous phase transition, respectively;x0* 5a21

anda is a constant amplitude of the second rank term in
LdG series. Later it was shown@14# that the nonlinear di-
electric effect~NDE! also belongs to this group of physic
quantities. NDE describes the shift of dielectric permittiv
caused by a strong electric field. On the whole in liqu
@15,16#

«E5«1«1E210~E4!

so

ENDE5
«E2«

E2 , ~1!

where«E and « are dielectric permittivities in a strong~E!
and weak~measuring! electric field.

The application of the LdG model gave the following r
lation for the pretransitional effect of ‘‘nonlinear’’ dielectri
permittivity in the isotropic phase of nematogens@17–19#:

ENDE5
ANDE

T2T*
5

2«0

3a

D«0D« f

T2T*
, ~2!

whereD«0 andD« f are molecular anisotropies of dielectr
permittivity in the zero-frequency limit and the measurem
radio frequencyf.
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In the NDE experiment one can change the rad
frequency of the weak measuring field which is not possi
in experiments involving light~KE, CME, I!. This gives the
possibility to test the dynamic behavior of pretransition
phenomena from the stationary NDE measurements@20#. For
frequencyf low enough theENDE

21 (T) is a linear function up
to aboutTC150 K, with no distortions in the vicinity ofTC
@18–21#. This case can be called the low-frequency ND
~LF NDE!. For EKE

21(T), ECME
21 (T), or EI

21(T) the range of
linearity is typically limited to 5–10 K, with permanent dis
tortions in the immediate vicinity ofTC @5,7–13#. The
unique feature of LF NDE pretransitional effect is that
similar pretransitional behavior is observed for the nema
and smectic clearing points@19,20#.

Pretransitional effect also exhibits a ‘‘linear’’ dielectri
permittivity ~«!. The recent studies carried out in few nem
atogens with a permanent dipole moment parallel to the l
axis of the molecule showed that@21#

«~T!5«C1AT~T2T* !12a1BT~T2T* !,

for T.TC and a'0.5, ~3!

where «* is the extrapolated dielectric permittivity atT* ,
AT, andBT are amplitudes anda is the classical exponent o
the specific heat.

This equation is the same as that applied for the homo
neous phase of critical solutions: in this caseT* is the criti-
cal consolute temperature anda'0.11@22–24#. The validity
of relation ~3! conforms with the hypothesis of the pretra
sitional, critical-like effect of«(T) in the isotropic phase o
nematogens which was suggested nearly two decades ag
Bradshaw and Raynes@25# and Thoen and Metiu@26#, and
~quite surprisingly! hardly explored since then~@6,27#, and
references therein!. The exponenta is explicitly involved in
the pretransitional anomalies of specific heatcP(T)}(T
2T* )2a @5,28,29# or density r(T)}(T2T* )12a @30#.
However, the smallness and the limited range of appeara
(T2TC,324 K) of those anomalies makes a conclusi
discussion of experimental data difficult. Nevertheless th
5556 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRE 59 5557QUASICRITICAL BEHAVIOR OF DIELECTRIC . . .
studies indicated the valuea'0.5 to be very likely@5,28–
30#. When discussing the properties of theI -N phase transi-
tion it should be noted that the mean-field~MF! models
strongly overestimate the value of discontinuity of the tra
sition DT524– 7.7 K @31–33#, whereas experiments poin
out the weakly discontinuous character of theI -N transition:
DT50.5– 2 K @1–14,17–21#. Noteworthy in this respect is
the new idea for the isotropic-nematic transition proposed
Mukherjeeet al. @34–36#. They assumed that theI -N point
falls upon a hypothetical coexistence curve and used the
idlike equation of state. This gavea50.5, d53, and DT
51 – 3 K.

To the best of the author’s knowledge only a few expe
ments for pretransitional effects in liquid crystalline mate
als have so far been conducted which considered the pres
~P! as a prime thermodynamic variable@18,37,38#. The re-
view of pressure studies in liquid crystalline materials m
be found in Refs.@27,39#. The importance of such studie
stems from the fact that they show the difference betw
temperature and pressure: the change of temperature i
lated mainly to the activation energy shift whereas the s
of pressure influences rather density and the free volume
the other hand, the postulate of isomorphism of the criti
phenomena states that pressure and temperature paths o
proaching the critical point are isomorphic and governed
the same values of universal, critical parameters, e.g., cri
exponents@5#. To the best of my knowledge there are n
experimental studies on the pressure dependence of pro
ties associated with the exponenta ~i.e., cP , r, or «!.

This paper presents results of isobaric~for P50.1 and
P530 MPa), temperature and isothermal, pressure studie
a ‘‘linear’’ ~«! and nonlinear~LF NDE! dielectric permittiv-
ity in the isotropic phase ofn-hexyl-cyanobiphenyl~6CB!, a
nematogen with the permanent dipole moment parallel to
long axis of the molecule. Temperature studies under at
spheric pressure were carried out up toTC1100 K, i.e., in
the region as yet not explored in the studies of pretransitio
effects in the isotropic phase. The results obtained mad
possible to examine the pressure evolution ofTC , T* , and
DT and to show the scaling behavior of the studied pretr
sitional effects.

EXPERIMENT

NDE measurements were carried out in an apparatus
scribed in details elsewhere@40#. Experimental technique
made use of two electric fields, the weak measur
(Upeak-peak'3 V) and the strong, steady, inducing nonlinea
ity (U5300– 900 V). The frequency of the measuring fie
( f 567 kHz) was the lowest ever applied in NDE measu
ments. This gave the measurement time scalet851/f
'0.15 ms, whereas the longest relaxation time of pretra
tional processes in the isotropic phase was@41# t(TC)
'0.5ms: thus the conditiont8@t was fulfilled even well
below the clearing temperature. The additional averaging
troduced by the low measurement frequency effectiv
eliminated the influence of relaxation processes@19–21#.
The strong electric field was applied in the form of recta
gular pulses of lengthDt858 – 16 ms and repeatability 3 s
The high voltage was decreased on approaching the clea
point to keep the sample response in the same range, fro
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to 30 fF. The fulfillment of the conditionD«E}E2 was tested
at each measurement point. All values of the NDE were
termined in the stationary conditionDt8@t(T). The sample
was placed in a flat-parallel capacitor (gap'0.6 mm, C0
'4 pF). Its design had two advantages: only 0.8 cm3 of a
sample was needed, the liquid tested was in contact o
with Invar, quartz, and Teflon. Dielectric permittivity wa
measured using SOLARTRON 1260A impedance analyz
The averaging over 1000 periods gave the accuracy of
digits. The results presented below were taken for the m
surement frequencyf 510 kHz, i.e., much below the fre
quency where dispersion of dielectric permittivity is o
served @6,27#. Temperature was measured by means o
platinum resistor~Al class, DIN 43 260! located in a jacket
of the pressure chamber and a copper-constantan the
couple placed inside the chamber. The temperature was
monitored by another copper-constantan thermocouple in
the chamber. For temperature studies under atmosph
pressure the platinum resistor was placed in one of the co
of the measurement capacitor. Temperature was stabil
with precision better than 0.02 K/h. A Nova Swiss tensom
ric pressure meter measured pressure with accuracy60.1
MPa. The sample ofn-hexyl-cyanobiphenyl~6CB, TI -N
'30.80 °C) was obtained due to the courtesy of Dabrow
and Czupryn´ski from the Military Technical Academy, War
saw, Poland. Each sample was outgassed immediately
to measurements. All data were analyzed using theORIGIN 3.5

software.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 presents the reciprocals of the measured t
perature dependence of LF NDE at atmospheric press
The data cover a wide range of temperatures fromTC to
TC1100 K. The strictly linear behavior ofENDE

21 (T) extends
up to a temperature aroundTx5TC14762 K, with no dis-
tortions in the immediate vicinity ofTC , as can be clearly
seen in the inset. A broad range of linearity made it poss

FIG. 1. Reciprocals of the experimental NDE values in the i
tropic phase of 6CB determined under atmospheric pressure.
upper inset shows distortions from the solid, straight line fit of t
pretransitional effect presented in the main part:DENDE

21 5ENDE
21 ~ex-

periment! 2ENDE
21 ~fit!. The bottom inset shows details of the beha

ior in the immediate vicinity of the clearing point. The dashed li
in the main part of the figure is only a guide to the eye.
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5558 PRE 59ALEKSANDRA DROZD-RZOSKA
to determine the parameters with fair precision:DT51.2
60.05 K andANDE513265 (10216m2 V22 K). Using these
values and puttingD« f'D«0'10.8 ~the value determined
for f 5100 kHz @8#! into relation ~2! one can obtaina
'0.051 J cm23 K which conforms with the value determine
in the KE experiment (a'0.053 J cm23 K @8#!. Thus one
may conclude that the LF NDE pretransitional effect qua
tatively complies with the LdG based relation~2! in the
range fromTC to TX . It is worthwhile noting that no addi-
tional ‘‘nonpretransitional’’ background effect term has be
introduced as was often the case in the earlier KE, CME
I studies@9–12#. The obtained value ofTx2TC agrees with
that determined in the transient grating optical Kerr eff
~TG OKE! experiment@42–44#: the ceasing of the LdG de
scription was found forT.TC1(40– 50 K) where the cor-
relation lengthj5j0(T2T* )20.5 falls below 3j0 . In that
case prenematic fluctuations are reduced to a few molec
One may expect that changes of the NDE begin to be se
tive to nonpretransitional, molecular properties aboveTx .
For a dipolar liquid the following relation holds@15,16#:

ENDE52F~«,«`!
m4NV21x

45kB
3T3 Rs , ~4!

whereF(«,«`) is associated with the local-field model, e.g
the Onsager model predictsF(«,«`)5«4(«`12)4/2(«2

FIG. 2. Reciprocals of the experimental NDE values for t
isothermal, pressure studies in the isotropic phase of 6CB. The
are for isothermsDT85Tc(P)2Tc(Patmospheric) away from the
clearing temperature under atmospheric pressure. The averag
ciprocal of the slopes of solid lines ANDE

P

'37(10215 m2 V22 MPa). The inset shows the pressure dep
dence of the clearing temperature~solid squares and solid line! and
the extrapolated temperatureT* ~open squares and dashed line!.
-

r

t

es.
si-

1«`
2 )(2«1«`)2, m is the permanent dipole moment of th

molecule,N is the Avogadro number,x is the concentration
of the dipole constituent in the solution of the dipole co
stituent in a nondipole solvent,V is the molar volume of
solution,kB is the Boltzmann factor, andRs is the correlation
factor responsible for dipole-dipole interactions.

Orientation of noninteracting or weakly interacting pe
manent dipole moments (RS'1) gives a negative NDE
value. All other molecular properties, including dipol
dipole interactions, give the positive contribution to the to
measured NDE value (RS,0). Unfortunately, the applica
tion of relation~4! to the NDE measurements aboveTx is not
yet possible: to my knowledge the high-temperature d
r(T) and «`(T) are not available. Recently Małecki an
Nowak @45# carried out the isothermal, concentrational stu
ies in n-heptyl-cyanobilphenyl~7CB! benzene solution, for
T'TC . They found the relation~4! valid only in a dilute
solution, forx,0.4 ~remote from the clearing point!. In the
vicinity of the clearing point the LdG based descriptio
holds, as it was shown in NDE studies of MBBA-benze
solution @46#.

Figure 2 presents results of isothermal, pressure meas
ments of LF NDE in the isotropic phase of 6CB. For a
isothermsENDE

21 (T) is a linear function in the whole teste
range of pressures, which suggests that the pressure ana
to Eq. ~2! is valid @38#:

ENDE~P!5
ANDE

P

P* 2P
5

2«0

3aP

D«0D« f

P* 2P
. ~5!

ta

re-

-

FIG. 3. Results of temperature studies of dielectric permittiv
in the isotropic phase of 6CB for the atmospheric pressure anP
530 MPa. Solid lines represent the fit by relation~3!. Fitting pa-
rameters are given in Table I.
se of
TABLE I. Parameters of isobaric, temperature, behavior of dielectric permittivity in the isotropic pha
6CB @relation ~3!, solid lines in Fig. 3#.

Pressure of
the isobar «* AT ~K21! BT (K2f) f512a

T* ~°C!
(DT) ~°C!

0.1 MPa 10.29560.01 20.04360.003 0.2560.04 0.4960.03 28.160.06

(1.260.1)
30 MPa 10.0860.1 20.0360.007 0.1760.02 0.5260.05 40.160.1

(1.560.2)
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The pretransitional amplitudes are for all isotherms cons
within the limit of experimental error. As in the temperatu
studies there are no distortions from the classical beha
~the exponentg51). The results presented in Figs. 1 and
were approximated to give pressure dependencies ofT* and
TC :

T* ~P!528.7560.210.35660.006P,

TC~P!529.9060.210.36860.006P

@T~°C!, P~MPa!#, ~6!

which is shown in the inset in Fig. 2. The discontinuity of t
transition increases fromDT'1.2 K at P50.1 MPa toDT
'2.8 K at P5140 MPa.

Figure 3 presents results of temperature~for P50.1 and
30 MPa! studies of dielectric permittivity. Both data are we
portrayed by relation~3! ~solid lines! with the parameters
given in Table I. The quality of this fit at atmospheric pre
sure is shown in the inset. It may be seen that forP
50.1 MPa relation~3! describes experimental data up
TC1100 K.

FIG. 4. Results of pressure measurements of dielectric per
tivity for isothermsDT8 away from the clearing temperature und
atmospheric pressure. Solid lines represent the fit by relation~7!.
Fitting parameters are given in Table II.
nt

or

-

As was mentioned in the Introduction the relation descr
ing the behavior of«(T) in the isotropic phase of nemato
gens and in critical solutions seems to be isomorphic. Ho
ever, some differences between these cases exist. In
critical solutions an additional term associated w
corrections-to-scaling should be taken into account. T
critical effect seen as a deflection from a fairly linear beha
ior remote from the critical consolute temperature, is o
served typically forf .1 MHz. At lower frequencies the op
posite trend due to the Maxwell-Wegner effect may be s
@22–24#. None of these features pertains to the«(T)
anomaly in the isotropic phase of nematogens~Ref. @21#, and
this paper!.

Figure 4 shows the results of pressure measurement
dielectric permittivity in the isotropic phase for a number
isotherms. They can be parametrized by the pressure an
of relation ~3!

«~P!5«* 1AP~P* 2P!12a1BP~P* 2P! ~7!

shown by the solid lines in Fig. 4. The values of fitted p
rameters are collected in Table II. Note that for each i
therm the exponentf512a'0.5. The clear shift of«(P)
dependencies towards higher pressures, is the consequ
of the increase ofTC andT* with pressure.

In the homogenous phase of critical solutions, the we
divergence ofd«/dT should exhibit the anomaly propor
tional to that of the specific heatcp @47#. For the isotropic
phase of nematogens such a behavior is presented in Fi
All derivatives of isothermic, pressure data can be ea
superposed onto one curve, as it is shown in the inset in
5. The scale of the inset additionally proves that the expon
a'0.5 and shows that the nonuniversal amplitudeBP has
approximately the same value in the tested range ofT* (P)
for all data given in Fig. 4. The differential analysis is ve
sensitive even to a subtle distortion of experimental d
from the assumed description. For dielectric permittivity th
gives

d«

dT
5AP~12a!~T2T* !2a1BP. ~8!

The parameters of fitting, given in Fig. 5@relation ~8!# and
that in Table I@relation~3!# are in good agreement within th
limit of experimental error. Moreover relations~3! and ~8!
are valid in the same range of temperaturesT2TC'100 K.

it-
se of
ng
TABLE II. Parameters of isothermal, pressure behavior of dielectric permittivity in the isotropic pha
6CB @relation~7!, solid lines in Fig. 4#. For isothermsDT8512.7 K and 18.7 K the date were fitted assumi
that a50.5 andP* 5PC1DP, as given by LF NDE measurements.

Temperature
of the isotherm «* AP ~MPa21! BP (MPa2f) f512a

P* ~MPa!
(DP) ~MPa!

47 K 9.7760.08 20.009660.002 0.1660.006 0.5060.03 140.7
~13.6!

42 K 9.9760.1 20.0160.002 0.1560.003 0.5060.05 117
~11!

30 K 10.0660.15 20.01160.003 0.1460.004 0.5060.07 95.1
~9!

18.7 K 10.25 20.07 0.13 0.5 95.1
~8!

12.7 K 10.38 20.08 0.13 0.5 34
~6!
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The pretransitional anomalies ofcP(T) @28,29# detected
in the isotropic phase are small and usually limited to
rangeT2TC,4 K which makes a conclusive discussion
experimental data difficult. These properties explain whya
'0.5 anda'0.11@5# did not give significantly different fits
of experimental data. The crossover function between
tricritical (a50.5) and three-dimensional~3D! Ising critical
(a'0.11) behavior was also proposed@5,28#. It was shown
that thecP(T) anomaly can be parametrized by the relati
with a single power term anda50.5 if T* is shifted due to
fluctuational correction@48#. However, in this case theDT
value was much smaller than that obtained in KE, CME, oI
studies. The valuea50.5 appears in the Ornstein-Zernik
~OZ! extension of the mean-field approximation, for the t
critical point ~TCP! ~dimensionalityd53) and in the Gauss
model ~GM! (d535422a) @49#. For the classical mean
field modelsa50 andd.4 @5#.

Figure 6 shows the results of differential analysis of t
LF NDE pretransitional effects. It can be seen that the
pendence which can be expected from the relation~2!, i.e.,

FIG. 5. The differential analysis of the NDE temperature d
under atmospheric pressure~Fig. 1!. The reciprocal of the value o
a constant function~solid line! is equal to 136 (10216 m2 V22 K).
The inset shows the scaling behavior of temperature and pres
NDE pretransitional effects.

FIG. 6. The differential analysis of«(T) data under atmospheri
pressure. The solid line shows the fit by means of relation~8!. The
inset collects all isothermal, pressure measurements.
e

e

-

dENDE
21

dT
5ANDE

21 5const ~9!

is well fulfilled.
Figure 6 also shows that the range of the pretransitio

region is equal toT2TC'38 K so it is smaller that the esti
mation made from Fig. 1. The inset in Fig. 6 demonstra
that bothENDE(T) andENDE(P) data can be superposed on
the same scaling curve as a function of (P* 2P) provided
the isobaric, temperature data are transformated by mean
the relation@38#

T2T*→~P* 2P!5~dT* /dP!21~T2T* !. ~10!

The same scaling remains valid fordENDE
21 /dT anddENDE

21 /dP
and this property may be associated with the Ehrenfest-t
relation @38#:

ANDE
T 5ANDE

P dT*

dP
, ~11!

whereANDE
P 52«0/3ap(D«0)2 andANDE

T 52«0/3aT(D«0)2.
On the whole this behavior makes it possible to determ

the pretransitional amplitude of NDE or coefficientsaT ,aP
at high pressures using the parameters extracted from ex
ments conducted under atmospheric pressure and theT* (P)
dependence. Alternatively, basing on the specific pretra
tional behavior of NDE one can determinedT* /dP and con-
sequentlyT* (P) from the measurement relatively remo
from the clearing point.

CONCLUSIONS

Results presented above give a strong evidence in favo
the exponentsa'0.5 andg51 for both the pressure an
temperature path approaching the clearing point. It should
noted that the properties related to exponenta(cp ,r,«) ap-
pear in a group of ‘‘weak’’ critical anomalies, in contrast
‘‘strong’’ critical anomalies related to the exponentg ~KE,
CME, I, NDE, x! @5#. This is due to different origins of
pretransitional anomalies of the ‘‘linear’’ and ‘‘nonlinear
dielectric permittivity. Anomalies of«(T) and «(P) are
caused by the cancellation of permanent dipole mome
contained in prenematic fluctuations while for NDE the p
transitional effect is associated with fluctuations of the or
parameter and with the susceptibility of these fluctuations
an external perturbation@21,50#. This difference gives rise to
different ranges of appearance of pretransitional anoma
of ENDE(T) and«(T) ~Figs. 1 and 3!.

The discontinuity of theI -N transition is the same, within
the limit of the experimental error, if estimated from ND
and dielectric permittivity measurements. The values ofDT
determined from temperature measurements coincide
the values ofDP estimated from pressure measuremen
Noteworthy are also consequences of the scaling of pret
sitional effects mentioned above~Figs. 5 and 6!.

In the opinion of the author all these facts support t
hypothesis on the fluidlike, critical behavior in the isotrop
phase of nematogens with dimensionalityd53, and expo-
nentsa50.5, ~as mentioned in the Introduction! @34–36#.
However, it should be noted that Ref.@35# seems to favor
g50.5 whereas experimental studies give clear evidence
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g51 ~Refs. @1–14,17–21,37,38,41–43#, and this paper!.
Nevertheless this hypothesis of the fluidlike behavior in
isotropic phase of nematogens is additionally supported
the possibility of arriving at the relations for NDE and«
pretransitional effects starting from those derived for a
mogeneous phase of critical solutions@21,50#. One may
speculate that agreement between the presented experim
results and theoretical considerations may be obtained if
extrapolated point of the continuous phase transition
been a pseudospinodal@51,52# tricritical point.
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